Study Links 'Smog' To Arctic Warming

ScienceDaily (Mar. 19, 2006) — NASA scientists have found that a major form of global air pollution involved in summertime "smog" has also played a significant role in warming the Arctic.

In a global assessment of the impact of ozone on climate warming, scientists at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), New York, evaluated how ozone in the lower part of the atmosphere changed temperatures over the past 100 years. Using the best available estimates of global emissions of gases that produce ozone, the GISS computer model study reveals how much this single air pollutant, and greenhouse gas, has contributed to warming in specific regions of the world.

According to this new research, ozone was responsible for one-third to half of the observed warming trend in the Arctic during winter and spring. Ozone is transported from the industrialized countries in the Northern Hemisphere to the Arctic quite efficiently during these seasons. The findings have been accepted for publication in the American Geophysical Union's Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres.

Ozone plays several different roles in the Earth's atmosphere. In the high-altitude region of the stratosphere, ozone acts to shield the planet from harmful ultraviolet radiation. In the lower portion of the atmosphere (the troposphere), ozone can damage human health, crops and ecosystems. Ozone is also a greenhouse gas and contributes to global warming.

Ozone is formed from several other chemicals found in the atmosphere near the Earth's surface that come from both natural sources and human activities such as fossil fuel burning, cement manufacturing, fertilizer application and biomass burning. Ozone is one of several air pollutants regulated in the United States by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency.

The impact of ozone air pollution on climate warming is difficult to pinpoint because, unlike other greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, ozone does not last long enough in the lower atmosphere to spread uniformly around the globe. Its warming impact is much more closely tied to the region it originated from. To capture this complex picture, GISS scientists used a suite of three-dimensional computer models that starts with data on ozone sources and then tracks how ozone chemically evolved and moved around the world over the past century.

The warming impact of low-altitude ozone on the Arctic is very small in the summer months because ozone from other parts of the globe does not have time to reach the region before it is destroyed by chemical reactions fueled by ample sunshine. As a result, when it is summertime in the Northern Hemisphere, ozone-induced warming is largest near the sources of ozone emissions. The computer model showed large summer warming from ozone over western North America and eastern Europe/central Asia, areas with high levels of ozone pollution during that time of year.

The new results identify an unexpected benefit of air pollution control efforts worldwide, according to lead author Drew Shindell. "We now see that reducing ozone pollution can not only improve air quality but also have the added benefit of easing climate warming especially in the Arctic."

In the Arctic, ozone pollution is produced by emissions from sources in industrialized countries in the Northern Hemisphere. This is because the Arctic is far from the sources of ozone pollution in industrialized regions, and ozone is transported to the Arctic quite efficiently during these seasons. The findings have been accepted for publication in the American Geophysical Union's Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres.
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Related Stories
Rising Surface Ozone Reduces Plant Growth And Adds To Global Warming (July 27, 2007) — Scientists have just released new findings that could have major implications for food production and global warming in the 21st century. Researchers have found that projections of increasing ozone could have major implications for food production and global warming in the 21st century. According to the research team, increasing ozone levels could have a significant impact on crop yields and agricultural productivity.

2005 Was The Warmest Year In A Century (Jan. 30, 2006) — The year 2005 may have been the warmest year in a century, according to NASA scientists studying temperature data from around the world.

Antarctic Ozone Hole Shrinking Because Of Mild Weather, Not Recovery (Oct. 22, 2007) — Although the ozone layer is slowly recovering, scientists say that the recovery is occurring due to mild weather patterns rather than a reduction in emissions.
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Burning oil rig off Greece downgraded, deficit worse than feared
Miner Massey says
Volkswagen cars have been involved in summertime "smog" has also played a significant role in warming the Arctic.

In a global assessment of the impact of ozone on climate warming, scientists at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), New York, evaluated how ozone in the lowest part of the atmosphere changed temperatures over the past 100 years. Using the best available estimates of global emissions of gases that produce ozone, the GISS computer model study reveals how much this single air pollutant, and greenhouse gas, has contributed to warming in specific regions of the world.

According to this new research, ozone was responsible for one-third to half of the observed warming trend in the Arctic during winter and spring, according to the research at GISS. Ozone is transported from the industrialized countries in the Northern Hemisphere to the Arctic quite efficiently during these seasons. This still image from an animation shows anomalous temperature averages from December through May in 1880, 1950, and 1990. The North Polar region remains at normal temperatures (shown in grey) until 1950 when warmer temperatures (shown in red) appear. (Credit: NASA/Lori Perkins)
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2005 Was The Warmest Year In A Century (Jan. 30, 2006) — The year 2005 may have been the warmest year in a century, according to NASA scientists studying temperature data from around the world.

Antarctic Ozone Hole Shrinking Because Of Mild Weather, Not Recovery (Oct. 22, 2007) — Although the ozone layer is slowly recovering, scientists say that the recovery is occurring due to mild weather patterns rather than a reduction in emissions.
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Conclusive Proof That Polar Warming Is Being Caused By Humans (Nov. 6, 2008) — New research by the University of East Anglia has demonstrated for the first time that human activity is responsible for significant warming in both polar...

NASA's AURA Satellite Peers Into Earth's Ozone Hole (Dec. 8, 2005) — NASA researchers, using data from the agency's AURA satellite, determined the seasonal ozone hole that developed over Antarctica this year is smaller than in previous ...
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